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Figure 1: Reproduced from Androshchuk, 2015, “Byzantine Imperial Seals in Southern Rus’,” 43-54: a typical 
example of “Nordic” rune-writing. 

  



 

Figure 2: Reproduced from Callmer, 2000, “From West to East. The Penetration of Scandinavians into Eastern 
Europe ca. 500-900,” 45-94: the riverine urbanization and sedentarization of Khazaria. 

 

   



  

Figures 3-13: A collection of archaeological material dating to the Khazarian period and correlating either 
with Khazarian “wares” or products typical of the correlative Saltovo-Majacki archaeological culture, which 
includes glass and bead jewellery found at the Dimitrievskij Complex (top left and center – reproduced from 
Zalesskaja, et al., 1989, Съкровище на хан Кубрат, cat. nos. 198-203), silver strap ornaments found in Taman 
(top right – reproduced from Leskov, 2008, The Maikop Treasure, cat. no. 275), and numerous finds from 
Sarkel, including several silver and bronze belt buckles (bottom right – reproduced from Zalesskaja, et al., 
1989, cat. nos. 230 and 275) and even one entire ornamentally carved silver belt itself (reproduced from 
Pletnëva and Makarova, 1983, “Пояс знатного воина из Саркела,” 62-77, and Artamonov, 1962, История 
хазар, 340, although Artamonov interprets the find as “Hungarian,” without qualifying his statement), a silver 
and glass ring (bottom center-right – reproduced from Zalesskaja, et al., 1989, cat. no. 267), as well as 
imported luxury goods including a Byzantine-made glazed serving plate (center left – reproduced from 
Zalesskaja,  et al., 1989, cat. no. 294 ), a Byzantine-made elephant ivory comb (bottom left – reproduced from 
Zalesskaja, et al., 1989, cat. no. 239.  The comb has even been claimed to have been made specifically in 
Eastern Anatolia, which may imply Byzantine-Khazarian aristocratic ties, although this is simple conjecture.  
See also Artamonov, 1962, 374) and even an Indo-Persian-made elephant ivory chess piece (bottom center-left 
– reproduced from Artamonov, 1958, “Саркел – Белая Вежа: Труды Волго-Донской археологической 
экспедиции,” 75). 



  

  

Figures 14-17: Archaeological evidence which may seem to corroborate various primary sources 
attesting to Christians, Jews and Muslims living together in urban centers within Khazaria.  For example, 
a 10th-c. Syro-Palestinian-made bronze encolpion cross with Greek epigraphy, found in Sarkel along with 
crucigram epigraphy (top left and right – reproduced from Artamonov, 1958, fig. 13).  Below left, 
Hebrew epigraphy on a fortress wall at the Majacki gorodische discovered and interpreted by 
Turčaninov, who read the graffiti as “Ben-Atÿf,” for “gracious son.”  See Turčaninov, 1990, Древние и 
средневековые памятники осетинского письма и языка, 89-90; and Afanas’ev, 2001, “Где же 
археологические свидетельства существования хазарского государства,” 46.  Below right, another 
epigraphic find read in Hebrew as consisting of the word “Israel” by Ιerusalimskaja, (reproduced from 
idem, 1992, Кавказ на Шелковом пути, 30-31), on fragments of a partially reconstructed glass vessel 
found at the Moščevaja Balka burial ground in the Northern Caucasus, has been interpreted as 
unequivocal evidence of Judaism and Jewish communities existing and thriving in the 8-9th-c. Khazarian 
northern Caucasus. 



   

Figures 18-20: Examples of menorah-like graffiti in Khazaria.  
Reproduced from Artamonov, 1962, История хазар, 277, 303: 
above, inscriptions of “tamgas” of bricks at Sarkel, although there is 
little consensus of their meaning.  I have enlarged one “tamga” 
which bears resemblance to images of Judaic menorot found on 
contemporaneous tombstones in the Taman Peninsula 
(Phanagoria/Tamatarcha/Tmutarakan’ – below left) and an earlier 
example of a 5-branched menorot epigraphic graffiti for comparison 
(below right – reproduced from BAR eds., “Strata: Is This What the 

Temple Menorah Looked Like?”   
 
According to the Biblical 
Archaeology Society Review editors, 
the Israeli Antiquities Authority 
(IAA) press release was quoted, “a 
passerby who saw the [Temple] 
menorah with his own eyes…incised 
his impressions on a stone.”  The 
incised graffiti on the stone in 
question was found “in a 2,000-year-
old drainage channel near the City of 
David,” and appears as a roughly 
hewn five-branched menorah on a 
stone architectural fragment, bearing 
a close resemblance with the 

“tamga” on the right excavated by Artamonov from Sarkel). 
 
Finally, below right, a menorah image inscribed on a pot found in a burial near modern Mariupol on the north 
coast of the Sea of Azov, dated (by Flërov) to the years 772-773 according to nearby finds of caliphal dirhams.  
Reproduced from Flërov, 2018, “Иудаизм, христианство, ислам в хазарском каганате по 
археологическим данным (краткий обзор),” 140.  He asserts that the small, clumsily inscribed cross on the 
top left has nothing to do with Christianity. 
   



 

 

Figures 21-25: A representation of the majority of other finds from Sarkel dating to the Khazarian era 
described as being typical of a nomadic elite.  From the top left: epigraphic graffiti on bone of human 
figures carrying maces on horseback pertaining to the SMC and found in the Majacki gorodische 
(reproduced from Pletnëva, 1967, От кочевий к городам: Салтово-маяцкая культура, 178-179 and 
idem, 1984, Маяцкое городище, 74, and she claims that it is a depiction of the Turkic sky-god Tengri 
himself, as deity over the entire Khazar khaganate.  Notice also what appears to be carvings representing 
the figure’s genitals, unlikely a Judaic motif).  Center left and top right: bone-carved and bronze mace-
heads with tamga symbols (reproduced from Zalesskaja, et al., 1989, cat. nos. 247 and 263). And bottom 
left and right: bronze a horn fragments with a carved wolf-head motif (reproduced from Zalesskaja, et al., 
1989, cat. no. 263.  The wolf motif may fit in with the Turkic descent-myth from “a wolf ancestress.”  See 
Golden, 2007b, “The Conversion of the Khazars to Judaism,” 158. 
  



 

 

Figures 26-28: reproduced from Artamonov, 1962, История хазар, 296-297, 316: above, 9-10th-c. dated ritual 
objects found at the upper Saltovo gorodišče associated with pagan nomadism.  Below, ritual burial objects 
found at Sarkel associated with nomadism.  Most archaeologists familiar with Khazarian material agree that 
the six-pointed star design on the disc (above left) is not actually meant as a so-called “magen-David,” but as a 
stylized sun, most likely within a pagan cultural milieu. 

  



 

 

Figures 29-33: Cases of 
trepanation (drilling into the cranial 
cavity of the skull) appear in burial 
grounds across the SMC, which attest 
not only to steppe paganism remaining 
among certain groups within Khazaria. 
Such practices would have been 
especially forbidden by Jewish 
strictures, which are well-known for 
prohibiting body modifications. These 
images are courtesy of Rešetova, 
2012a, “Описание Индивидов С 
Трепанированными Черепами Среди 
Носителей Салтово-Маяцкой 
Культуры: Медицинская Практика 
Или Культ?” 151-157 and idem, 2012-
2013b, “Trephination Cases from the 
Early Bulgarian Population (Saltovo-
Mayaki Culture),” 9-14. 
  



 

Figures 34-35: reproduced from Artamonov, 1962, История хазар, 300, 317: schematic plans of Sarkel and the 
right-bank Cimljansk gorodišči, both on opposite sides of the Don River in modern southern Russia. 



  

Figures 36-38: Other finds in Sarkel and elsewhere of correspondingly much simpler clay wares described by 
Zalesskaja et al., 1989, cat. nos. 251, 257, 293, as “typical of tribal nomads.” 



  

 

Figures 39-41: reproduced from Artamonov, 1962, История хазар, 319-321: agricultural implements and 
ceramics found at the right-bank Cimljansk gorodišče. 



  

Figures 42-43: Left: an example of ‘Abd al-Maliq’s post-reform gold dinar – dated to ca. 696-697 CE - from the 
Catalogue of the British Museum: “ة ة عمل ة عھد من ذھبی د الخلیف ك عب ن المل  :Reproduced from webpage ”.مروان ب
http://arabic.britishmuseum.org/middle-east/room34/gold-coin.html.  According to the British Museum: “This 
piece does not mention the name of the caliph or the mint, but only religious terms, beginning with the angular 
Kufic script, including the shahada, which is at the heart of the Islamic faith.”  Specifically, the coin reads quite 
simply translated: “In the name of God, there is no God but God alone; Muhammed is the messenger of God.”  
Right: reproduced from Shams Eshragh, 2010, Silver Coinage of the Caliphs, cat. no. 226: a typical example of 
a post-reform silver dirham under ‘Abd al-Maliq dating to 698 CE and struck in Damascus.

 

Figures 44-51: Silver and gold coins of Justinian II corresponding to his two reigns, according to Dr. Maria 
Vrij.  In the four coins in the above first two rows, Christ is depicted on a solidus, semissis, tremissis and 
hexagram according to the so-called Pantokrator Christ-type (corresponding to Justinian II’s first reign, 685-
695 CE).  In the four coins in the below two rows, Christ is depicted according on a solidus, semissis and 
tremissis of Justinian II and Tiberios according to the so-called Syrian Emmanouel Christ-type, (corresponding 
to his second reign, 705-711 CE).  From left to right: the images correspond to cat. nos. B4383, B4386, B4387, 
B4391, B4462, B4463, B4466, B4467, reproduced from the University of Birmingham Barber Institute’s coin 
collection. 



 

Figures 52-55: reproduced from Shams Eshragh, 2010, Silver Coinage of the Caliphs, cat. nos. 1241-1244: 
typical examples of contemporary ‘Abbasid dirhams contemporaneous to the Khazar Moses coin reform of 
837/838 CE.  From top left, these samples are from Esfahān, Fārs, Merv and al-Muhammadiyya, respectively. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The Khazarian Moses coinage: 
“Moses is the messenger of God” (Musa rasul Allah) 

  

Figures 56-57: Examples of the famous “Khazarian Moses coinage” (above), found in the Spillings 
coin hoard in 1999 on the Swedish island of Gotland, and which unequivocally evoke Moses for 
Khazaria in coin, similarly to the case of Mohammed’s evocation for the Islamic Caliphate and 
Christ on Byzantine-Roman coinage.  However, the Khazarian “Moses” coinage was discontinued 
after a very brief period, only between 837-838 CE, according to the numismatist Roman Kovalev, 
and along with King Joseph’s Reply, these two sources give us a hint of what the khağans wanted us 
to believe, but they do not necessarily give us the entire truth.  See Kovalev, 2005a, “Creating 
Khazar Identity through Coins: the Special Issue Dirhams of 837/8,” 220-252 and idem, 2004, 
“What does Historical Numismatics Suggest about the Monetary History of Khazaria in the Ninth 
Century?—Question Revisited,” 97-129, and as a reference, based on an original ‘Abbasid-struck 
mid-9th-c. dirham (shown below), reproduced from webpage: 
http://web.archive.org/web/20070928092209/http://www.myntkabinettet.se/notiser/spillings/mynt14.j
pg 



 
Figures 58-60: reproduced from Shams Eshragh, 2010, Silver Coinage of the Caliphs, cat. nos. 998, 1119 and 
1136: examples of silver dirhams struck in al-Muhammadiyya in 792, 811 and 812, respectively, bearing only 
the name of the concurrent ‘Abbasid caliphs, and disregarding the names of the local Ṭāhirid ruling dynasty. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 61: reproduced 
from Broome, 1985, A 
Handbook of Islamic 
Coins, cat. nos. 101-102 
(p. 62): notes on Ṭāhirid 
coinage. 



 

Figures 62-63: reproduced from Broome, 1985, A Handbook of Islamic Coins, cat. nos. 104-106 (p. 63-64): 
notes on Ṣaffārid coinage. 



Figures 64-
65: 
reproduced 
from Broome, 
1985, A 
Handbook of 
Islamic 
Coins, cat. 
nos. 109-111 
(p. 65-66): 
notes on 
typical 
Sāmānid 
coinage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figure 66: reproduced from Kovalev, 2016, “What Do ‘Official’ Volga Bulġār Coins Suggest about the 
Political History of the Middle Volga Region during the Second Half of the 10th Century?” 193.  According to 
Kovalev, this coin is “The Most Common ‘Official’ Volga Bulġār Dirham Type in o/r Ṭālib ibn Aḥmad – al-
Mustakfī,” minted in Suwār, 338 AH – 949/50 CE; and it is imitative of contemporaneous Sāmānid dirhams, 
albeit including the mintmarks of Suwār and later Bulġār – along with the names of local Sāmānid amīrs and 
the Caliph in Baghdad, “as well as their own rulers, such as Aḥmad ibn‘D/K’ʿAbdallāh Yāldawar, 
Almīsh/Jaʿfar ibn ʿAbdallāh (al-Amīr Yalṭawār), and Mīkāʾil ibn Jaʿfar” (p. 203). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Figures 67-68: reproduced from Urbańczyk, 2016, “Early Medieval Strongholds in Polish Lands,” 95-106: map 
and schematic reconstruction of early, specifically “Polish state” strongholds of the 10-11th c., including 
Gniezno and Poznań. 



   

Figures 69-70: Examples of reproduced silver coinage of the Piast dynasty.  Left: a denar of Bolesław I,bearing 
the legend: PRINCE[P]S POLONIE.  Right: a denar of Bolesław I,bearing the legend GNEZDUN CIVITAS.  
Reproduced from Trzaski, Everta and Michalskiego (eds.), 1927, Polska, jej dzieje i kultura. 

  

Figures 71-74: Examples of reproduced silver coinage of the Rjurikid dynasty.  Specifically, srebreniki of 
Jaroslav I the Wise.  Left: two examples of coins bearing the legend: ЯРОСЛАВЛЕ СРЕБРО (Jaroslav’s 
silver).  Right: two examples of coins evoking Jaroslav’s patron Saint George in Byzantine style and Greek 
script.  Reproduced from Gajdukov and Kalinin, 2012, “Древнейшие русские монеты,” in Русь в IX-X веках. 
Археологическая панорама, 402-435; via webpage: http://www.poludenga.ru/srebrenik/myv.html.  

 

 

 

Figures 75-77: 11th-c. Árpádian silver coins.  From top: cat. 
no. H1 2004: Stephen I Árpád (r. 1000-1038).  Middle: cat. no. 
H2 2004: Peter I Orseolo “of Pannonia” (r. 1038-1041, 1044-
1046).  Bottom: cat. no. H3 2004: Andreas I Árpád (r. 1046-
1060).  Reproduced from the images in the University of 
Birmingham Barber Institute’s coin collection. 



 

Figure 78: A schematic chart of the silver coins of the first rulers of the Árpád dynasty, reproduced from Réthy 
and Probszt, 1958, Corpus Nummorum Hungariae, 1.  



 

Figures 79-80: schematic reproductions of examples of Stephen I Árpád’s intial coinage, reproduced from 
Gedai, 1986, A magyar pénzverés kezdete, cat. nos. 1-2.  The legend of the obverse and reverse on cat. no. 1 
read: LANCEA REGIS // REGIA [CI]VITAS.  The legend of the obverse and reverse on cat. no. 2 
read:[STE]PHANVS REX // [B]RESLAVVA CIV[ITAS]. 

 

 

Figures 81-87: Silver coins of Stephen I, Peter I Orseolo and Andreas I Árpád, reproduced from Huszár, 1979, 
Münzkatalog Ungarn von 1000 bis Heute, cat. nos. 1-9.  From top left to right, the legends read: (cat. no. 1) [STE]PHANVS 
REX // [B]RESLAVVA CIV[ITAS]; (cat. no. 2) LANCEA REGIS // REGIA CIVITAS; (cat. no. 3) [STE]+PHANVS REX // 
[B]RESLAVVA CIV[ITAS]; (cat. nos. 4-5) STEPHANVS REX //  REGIA CIVITVS; (cat. no. 6) PETRVS REX // PANNONIA; 
(cat. No. 8) REX ANDREAS // REGIA CIVITVS; (cat. no. 9) REX ANDREAS // PANONEIA. 



 

Figure 88: reproduced from Hendy, 1969, Coinage and Money in the Byzantine Empire, 1081-1261, 221: table 
of finds of Komnēnian coins and the so-called “Bulgarian imitative coinage” of the early 13th c. in modern 
Bulgaria. 

 

Figures 89-94: Early 13th-c. Asenid “Bulgarian imitative coinage.”  From the top left to right: cat. nos. B6049-
B6053; B6055.  Reproduced from the images in the University of Birmingham Barber Institute’s coin collection. 



 

Figures 95-97: Early 13th-c. Asenid “Bulgarian 
imitative coinage,” (hyperpyres), reproduced 
from Avdev, 2005, Монетната система в 
средновековна България през XIII-XIV в., 25-
28. 

 

 

 

Figures 98-101: 12-13th-c. Byzantine imperial hyperpyres (and one electrum nomisma), of the Komnēnian and 
Laskarid dynasties, reproduced from Avdev, 2005, Монетната система в средновековна България през XIII-
XIV в., 19-21. 

 

 
 



 

 

Figure 102: reproduced from Friedenberg, 1987, Medieval Jewish Seals from Europe, cat. no. 177: the 
“Byzantine” seal of "Theodatos Kurkutes" written in Hebrew. 



 

Figure 103: A 5-7th-c. seal of a certain Efthymios, found in Trebizond and reproduced from Feissel, 
Morrisson, Cheynet and Pitarakis, 2001, Trois Donations Byzantines au Cabinet des Médailles: Froehner 
(1925), Schlumberger (1929), Zacos (1998), 13.  Clearly, the object contains the (misspelt) Christian Greek 
name Εὐθύμιος (of Efthymios; Εφθυ|μίου) along with other unquestionably Jewish symbols such as a prominent 
7-branched menorah, along with what Feissel believes is an etrog (a ceremonial citrus) and a shofar (a ram’s 
horn).  I would suggest that the engraving on the device appears more as a different symbol, the lulav (the four 
bound species of foliage commonly coupled with the etrog) instead, due to its elongated shape and without a 
ram’s horn’s overt twist. 

If this is acceptable, it would support the supposition that Black Sea rabbinical Jewish communities (in 
this case in Trebizond), contributed to the growth of rabbinical Judaism in Khazaria as opposed to Karaïsm, 
which rejects the lulav as an explicitly ceremonial item, along with the etrog as well.  Additionally, such 
symbols of etrogim, lulavot and shofarim as well have all been found extensively on many Crimean Jewish 
tombstones dating before and after Khazarian times, signifying the extent of rabbinical Judaism around and 
across the Black Sea littoral during the period in question.  See for example figure 19 above. 



 

 

Figures 104-107: reproduced from Khuzin (ed.), 1993, Археология Волжской Булгарии: Проблемы, Поиски, 
Решения, 113-116, as discussed in the same volume by Kakhovskij and Kakhovskij, 1993, “Изучение 
Булгарских памятников на территории Чувашии,” 32-46, who draw conclusions of ethnic attribution for the 
9-10th-c. middle Volga region based ceramic typologies.  



 

Figure 108: Trepanated skulls of a male and female, found in the 10th-c. burial ground of Tiszasüly-Éhhalom in 
modern Hungary (dated by the presence of a Sāmānid dirham of the then-emir Ahmad ibn Ismail, minted 907-
912 CE), reproduced from Fodor, Wolf and Nepper (eds.), 1996b, The Ancient Hungarians: Exhibition 
Catalogue, 293-294. 

 

Figure 109: Asilver coin issued by Stephen I, found in grave 243 of the 10-11th-c. cemetery of Püspökladány-
Eperjesvölgy in modern Hungary, reproduced from Fodor, Wolf and Nepper (eds.), 1996b, The Ancient 
Hungarians: Exhibition Catalogue, 253 (inv. no. IV.80.26.3).  Notably, the authors claim that the ancient 
peoples buried in this cemetery can be ethnically attributed based on the grave inventories, in this case, they 
remark, “the people who buried their dead here were Bulgarians” (p. 245). 



 

 

 

Figure 110: reproduced from Szabó, 1988, Les Celtes en Pannonie, map A. 

  



 

Figures 111-113: reproduced from Hellebrandt, 1999, Celtic Finds From Northern Hungary, 68-69, 89.  
Description of Janus-faced beads, typology, attribution and locations of finds (below). 

  



 

 

 

Figures 114-116: reproduced from Biermann, 2016, “Northwestern Slavic Strongholds of the 8th-10th 
Centuries,”85-94; Horváth, 1989, Pechenegs, Cumans, Iasians: Steppe Peoples of Medieval Hungary, trans. T. 
Wilkinson; and Boschetti, 2016, “The Beginnings of Medieval Fortifications in the Late Carolingian Period 
from a Swiss Perspective,” 121-135: above left, a reconstruction of an ethnically “Slavic” stronghold (or 
gorodišče), albeit found near the Baltic coast in modern Poland.  To the right, ethnically “Pečeneg” 
arrowheads found in tri-national region of modern Romania, Ukraine and Moldova.  Below, a reconstruction of 
ethnically “Hungarian” arrowheads found in modern Switzerland. 

  



 

 

 
Figures 117-122: Some examples of so-called “Eastern find types,” typically attributed, ethnically, to the 
ancient Magyars of the “Conquest period” and reproduced from Fodor, Wolf and Nepper (eds.), 1996b, The 
Ancient Hungarians: Exhibition Catalogue.  In order from top left and center left: examples of palmette-
ornamented leaf pendants and silver disc-braid ornaments with palmette motifs, dated to the first two thirds of 
the 10th c. and found in Tiszavasvári-Aranykerti field in modern Hungary (p. 199-200).  Top right and center 
right: examples of silver disc-braid ornaments with palmette motifs (notice the swastika palmette design in the 
center-right braid ornament) found respectively in Tiszabő (p. 286, inv. no. 1/1939.1-2) and Biharkeresztes (p. 
217-218), modern Hungary, and dated to the “Conquest period.”  Below left and right: examples of silver 
“sabretache plates” with palmette motifs found respectively in Szolonok-Strázsahalom (p. 282-283, inv. no. 
58/1912.1) and Túrkeve-Ecsegpuszta (p. 295-296, inv. no. 65.22.1), modern Hungary, and dated to the 
“Conquest period.”   



  

 

Figures 123-126: Photographs of a replica of the so-called “Vienna Sabre,” reproduced from Fodor, Wolf and 
Nepper (eds.), 1996b, The Ancient Hungarians: Exhibition Catalogue, 67-71, around which many legends, 
theories and scholarly debates have swirled.  While most scholars agree that it can be regarded as a primary 
example of the so-called “Hungarian sabres” which have themselves garnered their own share of debate 
regarding the consignment of ethnicity onto archaeological material such as weaponry, this sword itself has 
generated considerably more of such discussion.  The authors allege that it can be dated to the early-10th c. and 
was forged “in one of the metal workshops of the Hungarian princes.”  The ornamentation, they further argue, 
is attributable to “Hungarian craftsmen or [to] metalsmiths who had entered Hungarian service and who were 
familiar with the Kievan artistic vocabulary” (p. 71).  Such remarks may be guided as much by modern ethno-
nationalist considerations as by the content of the archaeological material itself. 



  

Figure 127: reproduced from Horváth, 1989, Pechenegs, Cumans, Iasians: Steppe Peoples of Medieval 
Hungary, trans. T. Wilkinson. 

 



   

 

 

Figures 128-134: reproduced from Horváth, 1989, Pechenegs, Cumans, Iasians: Steppe Peoples of Medieval 
Hungary, trans. T. Wilkinson: ethnically “Pečeneg” weaponry, assemblages and funerary practices. 

  
  



 
Figure 135: reproduced from Wassiliou-Seibt, 2015, “A Kommerkiarios Seal from the Last Year of Constans 
II’s Reign (667/68) Found in the Upper Dniester Region,” 37-41: a 7th-c. Byzantine Kommerkiarios’ seal found 
in modern Ukraine. 

  
Figure 136: reproduced from Androshchuk, 2015, “Byzantine Imperial Seals in Southern Rus’,” 43-54: a seal 
of the emperor Nikēphoros III Votaneiatēs (1078-1081), found near the village of Šestovicja in Černigov oblast’. 

  

Figure 137: reproduced from Androshchuk, 2015, “Byzantine Imperial Seals in Southern Rus’,” 43-54: a seal 
of the emperor Alexios I Komnēnos (1081-1118), also found in Černigov oblast’. 

   

Figure 138: reproduced from Androshchuk, 2015, “Byzantine Imperial Seals in Southern Rus’,” 43-54: a seal 
of the emperor Manouēl I Komnēnos (1143-1180), also found in southern Rus’. 



  

  

Figure 139: reproduced from Laurent, 1952, La Collection C. Orghidan, cat. no. 69, a seal of a prōtovestiarios, 
Iōannēs the Rōs (Ἰωάννης ὁ Ρώς), with an image of the archangel Michael. 



  

 
Figures 140-144: reproduced from Sotnikova, 2015, “A Seal of Jaroslav the Wise (Kyiv, 1019-1054),” 221-229: 
a comparison of the seals to the coins of Jaroslav the Wise (r. 1019-1054). 



 

 

 

Figures 145-146: reproduced from Eidel, 2015, “A Seal of Maximos, Metropolitan of Kyiv and All Rus’,” 231-
234: two 13-14th-c. seals of Maximos, metropolitan of all Rus’ (above) and Peter (below). 

 

  



  

Figures 147-148: reproduced from Kamenceva and Ustjugov, 1974, Русская сфрагистика и геральдика, 65: a 
seal of the 11th-c. Kievan prince, and grandson of Jaroslav the Wise, Vladimir Monomakh, entitled “archontos.”  
Opposite, another seal of Vladimir Monomakh, stylized in a Byzantine imperial depiction, from Stepanenko, 
2015, “‘Portraits’ of Princes in the sigillography of Rus’ from the Eleventh and the Twelfth Century,” 245-260. 

 

Figures 149-150: reproduced from Kamenceva and Ustjugov, 1974, Русская сфрагистика и геральдика, 71: 
two seals of 11th-c. Constantinopolitan-appointed Kievan metropolitans, Geōrgios and Nikēforos. 



 

Figure 151: reproduced from Kamenceva and Ustjugov, 1974, Русская сфрагистика и геральдика, 72: an 
example of a “d’nislovo” -type seal. 

  



 

 

Figures 152-154: reproduced from Janin, 1970, Актове печати древней Руси I, cat. no. 30: analogous 
examples of seals of Theophanō Mouzalōnissa, bearing images of Christ, the Theotokos and St. Theophanō on 
the obverse, dated to the last third of the 11th century, due to her marriage to the Rus’ prince Oleg Svjatoslavič 
in the late 1080s.  Here, she is described as “archontissa of Rōsia.” 

  



 

 

Figures 155-156: reproduced from Janin, 1970, Актове печати древней Руси I, cat. no. 48: the seal of a 
certain Michaēl, chief pastor of Russia (ποιμενάρχης Ρωσίας), found in Dinogetia, modern-day Romania, and 
dated to the second quarter of the 13th c. by Janin, (although the seal has generated some debate as to its true 
owner. 

  

 

Figures 157-158: reproduced from Janin, 1970, Актове печати древней Руси I, cat. no. 52: the seal of a 
certain Nikēforos, chief pastor of Russia (ποιμενάρχης πάσης Ρωσίας), dated to the late 12th c. 

  



 

Figure 159: reproduced from Seibt, 2015, “Some Interesting Byzantine Seals with Surnames in the Collection of 
Oleksii Sheremetiev,” 87-89: a seal of the metropolitan Nikēforos of all Rōsia.  
 
 
 
 
 

   

 

Figures 160-161: reproduced from Alf’orov, 2015, “A Seal of Michael, Archon and Doux of Matarcha and All 
Khazaria (in Oleksii Sheremetiev’s Collection),” 97-106: two otherwise late-11th-c. “Rus’-categorized” seals 
explicitly referring to Khazaria. 

 

 

   



  

  

   
Figures 162-168: reproduced from Nosov, 2000, “Rjurikovo Gorodišče et Novgorod,” 143-172: ethnically 
“Scandinavian” bow-fibulae and other fineries excavated from the Rjurikovo gorodišče. 



  

 

Figures 169-171: reproduced from Mocja, 2000, “Le rôle des élites guerrières dans la formation des centres 
urbains de la Rus’ kiévienne,” 267-282: Rus’ warriors and ethnically “Scandinavian” accessories excavated 
from the Šestovica burial grounds. 

  



 

Figures 172-181: reproduced from Curta, 2012, “‘Slavic’ Bow Fibulae: Twenty Years of Research,” 1-108: 
Curta argues that it is over-simplistic to assume such fibulae to be ethnically attributable only to “Slavs.”  The 
types of fibulae depicted above correspond to classes first typologized by Joachim Werner in 1950 (in Curta’s 
paraphrase) as “the index-fossil of the Slavic migration.”  These are categorized (top left to bottom right) as 
Werner’s class I B, I C, I D, I F, I G, I H, II A, II B, II C and class II D.  Curta remarks on their stylistically 
schematized typology (p. 5):  

“I decided to abandon stylistic criteria altogether. Instead, I proposed to ‘adopt the mode of thinking 
of the early medieval producers of brooches’ and shift the emphasis from the class itself, which in any 
case is an archaeological construct, to the design elements of each individual brooch, ‘the only firm 
ground that we have in order to draw comparisons between similar, but not identical fibulae’.” 

  



 

        

Figures 182-193: A comparison of Khazar coinage with the trident “twig-like” tamga symbol ( ) – (the 
bottom 4 Khazar dirhams from the Devica hoard in the Don Basin), and Rus’ coins with tridents (tryzuby) and 
bidents (the top 8 Rus’ coins).  Reproduced from Bÿkov, 1974, “Из истории денежного обращения хазарии,” 
36-37 (figs. 9-13); and Pritsak, 1998, The Origins of the Old Rus’ Weights and Monetary Systems, tables I-1-3.  
According to Kovalev’s reading of the Khazar coin (Kovalev, 2005a, “Creating Khazar Identity through Coins: 
the Special Issue Dirhams of 837/8,” 253): 

“The obverse inscription (A) reads, ‘Muḥammadiyya, AH 150 (= AD 767/8)’; there is a tamgha ( ) at 
the bottom (chain 38) obv. 2. The reverse inscription (B) reads, ‘By the command of/al-Mahdī 
Muḥammad/son of the Commander of the Faithful’ (chain 38 rev. R1 R2).” 

Conversely, Pritsak (p. 26-27) claims that the “twig-like sign” ( ) “can easily be recognized as the Old 
Norse rune R in the so-called Older Futhark alphabet – .”  The problem is, as Kovalev points out, he cites no 
evidence that the Khazar khağans would have used Norse runes for any other reason.  We know they were 
familiar with the Hebrew, Greek, Kufic and Turkic runic alphabets, but there is no reason to believe they would 
have adopted a dynastic tamga from Norse runes.  According to Pritsak (p. 22-23), a total of 42 Khazarian 
dirhams with the “twig-like sign” ( ) are known from Sarkel and were found in a hoard in 1939 at Devica near 
the Don river (Voronež Oblast), which bear fictictious dates (between 759-779), but have been connected by 
Kovalev with the aforementioned Arḍ al-Khazar dirhams bearing the correct dates of 837-838. 

Ultimately, Pritsak (p. 81) agrees that the trident and bident symbols were transplanted from symbols of 
Khazarian rule to the Rus’: “the explanation I propose is that the trident was of Khazarian origin and was 
taken over by the Rus’ branch of the dynasty, as their ‘pagan’ symbol of the charismatic ruler’s victory.” 



     
 

Figures 194-196: reproduced from Cheynet, Gökyıldırım and Bulgurlu, 2012, Les Sceaux Byzantins du Musée 
Archéologique d’Istanbul, cat nos. 2.206 and 7.44: seals of Theodōros Gavras (left) and presumably, as they 
read it, a relative named Zacharias Gavras (center).  Next, Laurent, 1981, Le Corpus des sceaux de l'empire 
byzantin, vol. II: L’administration centrale, cat. no. 989: a seal of a certain Leōn Gavras (right), who he reads 
as an imperial “σπαθαροκανδιδᾶτος καὶ πλοίαρχος.” 

   

Figures 197-199: reproduced from Bendall, 1977, “The Mint of Trebizond under Alexius I and the Gabrades,” 
cat. nos. 13, 18-19: coins of emperor Alexios I Komnēnos, struck in Trebizond ostensibly by Theodōros Gavras, 
bearing a depiction and invocation of St. Theodōros on the obverse (notice the martial features of St. Theodore, 
with breastplate, spear and sagion – cat. no. 13) and those with a crucigram and legend reading, “ΑΛΒΡ” for: 
ΑΛεξιω Βασιλεῖ Ρωμαιων on the reverse (cat. nos. 18-19). Compare Theodōros Gavras’ depiction of his 
namesake St. Theodōros in martial attire on his coin with his that of his seal (figs. 209-210 [16-17] below). 





Figures 200-210: reproduced from Bryer, Dunn and 
Nesbitt, 2003, “Theodore Gabras, Duke of Chaldia 
(†1098) and the Gabrades: Portraits, Sites and 
Seals,” in Βυζάντιο Κράτος καί Κοινωνία: Μνημή 
Νίκου Οικονομίδη, eds. Avramea, Laiou and 
Chrysos, 69-70 (figs. 7-17): seals of various 
members of the 11-12th-c. Gavras family, as read and 
dated by Nesbitt (7-16) and Dunn (17).  Note: figure 
14 (DO seal 5) is the same seal of Leōn Gavras as 
read by Laurent, 1981, cat. no. 989, although Nesbitt 
replaces the “[π]λοίαρχος” with “χ[ι]λοίαρχος” and 
figure 16 (DO seal 7) is the same as read by 
Cheynet, et al., 2012, cat. no. 2.206.  In order: 

200 / [7]: DO 55.1.3028, (12th c.) Κ(ύριε) β(οή)θ(ει) Κων(σταντίνῳ) (πρωτο)νοβελισίμο το Γαβρᾷ. 
201 / [8]: DO 58.106.2496, (12th c.) Κ(ύριε) β(οή)θ(ει) Κων(σταντίνῳ) (πρωτο)νοβελισίμο το Γαβρᾷ. 
202 / [9]: Fogg 1033, (12th c.) Κ(ύριε) β(οή)θει Κων(σταντίνῳ) (πρωτο)νοβελισίμο το Γαβρᾷ. 
203 / [10]: Fogg 2055, (11th c.) Ἰω(άννης) ὁ [Γ]α[β]ρᾶς. 
204 / [11]: DO 47.2.1155, (12-13th c.) Ἰωάννης ὁ Γαβρᾶς. 
205 / [12]: DO 58.106.5687, (12th c.) Λέοντα Γαβρᾶν δυὰς ἁγίων σκέποις. 
206 / [13]: Fogg 481, (12th c.) Λέοντα Γαβρᾶν δυὰς ἁγίων σκέποις. 
207 / [14]: DO 58.106.2158, (12th c.) Λέων σπαθαροκανδ(ι)δ(ᾶτος) (καὶ) χ[ι]λοίαρχος ὁ Γαβρ(ᾶς). 
208 / [15]: DO 47.2.1156, (11-12th c.) Νικηφόρου σφράγισμα Γαβρᾶ τυγχάνω. 
209 / [16]: DO 58.106.4974, (11th c.) [Κ(ύρι)ε βοήθ]ει τῷ σῷ [δ]ούλο Θεο[δ]ώ(ρῳ) δουκὶ τῷ [Γ]αβρᾶ. 
210 / [17]: Barber Institute of Fine Arts, University of Birmingham 0161B (Seals), (11th c.)  
Σὸν [ὁ]μόνυμον σεβαστ(ὸν) τρ(ισ)μάκαρ τ(ὸν) δ(ού)κ(α) Γαβρᾶν [Ἅ(γιε)] [φ]ί[λ]ατ(τ)ε/ [φ]ί[λ]άτ(τοις) (?).  A 
bust of St. Theodōros the Stratēlatēs appears on the obverse, marked by the inscription: Ὁ στρατηλά(της). 



 

Figures 211-215: reproduced from Alekseenko, 2012а, L’administration byzantine de cherson: catalogue des 
sceaux, cat. nos. 151-153, (231-233): the Tzoulas family, of Chersōn and elsewhere in the 10-11th-c. Crimea.  
Above, seals of a Tzoulas family member described as an “imperial spatharios of Chersōn” another unnamed 
Tzoulas family member also described as an “imperial spatharios of Chersōn” and a certain Michaēl Tzoulas, 
described as an “imperial prōtospatharios of Chersōn.” 



 

Figures 216-218: reproduced from Alekseenko, 2012а, L’administration byzantine de cherson: catalogue des 
sceaux, cat. nos. 154-155, (233-234): the 10-11th-c. seals of other members of the Tzoulas clan, Fōtios/Fōteinos, 
a “prōtospatharios” and Iōannēs, an “imperial notarios.” 



 

Figures 219-225: reproduced from Alekseenko, 2012а, L’administration byzantine de cherson: catalogue des 
sceaux, cat. nos. 156-157, (234-236): the 10-11th-c. seals of other members of the Tzoulas clan, featuring a 
number of different seals of a certain Georgios Tzoulas described as an “imperial prōtospatharios and 
stratēgos” and another member of the family, Ignatios Tzoulas. 



 

Figures 226-229: reproduced from Alekseenko, 2012а, L’administration byzantine de cherson: catalogue des 
sceaux, cat. nos. 158-160, (237-238): the 10-11th-c. seals of other members of the Tzoulas clan, featuring a 
Theofylaktos Tzoulas, a Geōrgios Tzoulas, “imperial prōtospatharios of Posforos” (modern Kerč), and Mosēkos 
(Moses) Tzoulas, with what appears to be a griffin. 

 

  

Figure 230: reproduced from Alekseienko, 2015, “The Particulars of the Byzantine Administration in Taurica: 
Seals of the Stratores of Cherson,” 55-60: an 8-9th-c. seal of an imperial strator of Chersōn, named Zoïlos, and 
simultaneously (or by substitution), a countermarked seal of a certain Sergios, imperial spatharios and hypatos 
of Chersōn. 



 Figure 231: (left) reproduced from Callmer, 2000, 
“From West to East. The Penetration of Scandinavians 
into Eastern Europe ca. 500-900,” 45-94: coin finds 
(Byzantine, Chinese and Islamic) in 8-10th-c. Eurasia in 
hoards and single finds. 

 

 

Figures 232-233: reproduced from Noonan, 2000a, “The Impact of Islamic Trade Upon Urbanization in the 
Rus’ Lands: The Tenth and Early Eleventh Centuries,” 379-394: 2 tables (above) documenting the frequency 
and volume of Islamic coin finds (dirhams) in hoards and single finds of Pontic-Caspian Eurasia. 

  



 





 

Figures 234-243: reproduced from Stoljarik, 1992, Essays on Monetary Circulation in the North-Western Black 
Sea Region in the Late Roman and Byzantine Periods: Late 3rd Century-Early 13th Century AD, trans. V. 
Petljučenko, 246-257: catalog of Byzantine coins found as single-finds or in hoards in the northern Black Sea 
littoral, 6-12th c. 



 

Figures 244-245: reproduced from Stoljarik, 1992, Essays on Monetary Circulation in the North-Western Black 
Sea Region in the Late Roman and Byzantine Periods: Late 3rd Century-Early 13th Century AD, trans. V. 
Petljučenko, 260-263: maps of dated Byzantine coin-finds in the northern Black Sea littoral. 

  



 

 

  

   

Figures 246-252: reproduced from Horváth, 1989, Pechenegs, Cumans, Iasians: Steppe Peoples of Medieval 
Hungary, trans. T. Wilkinson: ethnic “Cuman” statues, arrowheads and stirrups, as well as contemporaneous 
depictions of Cumans.   



 

  

Figures 253-255: reproduced from Diaconu, 1978, Les Coumans au Bas-Danube aux XIe et XIIe siècles, 14-
21: burials of ethnic “Cumans” based on funerary assemblages, archaeological-typological attributions, and 
weaponry, differentiated from the ethnically “autochthonous Romanian-Dacian” population. 

 


